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								The Ultimate African 
Hunting Experience

							

							Comre Safaris offers a unique and unforgettable hunting adventure.  We offer:

                            	 Fully customised hunting, tailored to your requirements
	 Concessions in South Africa, Namibia, Mozambique, Zimbabwe
	 Ethical hunting
	 Buffalo, lion, rhino, elephant, crocodile, hippo, leopard
	 Excellent accommodation in luxury game lodges
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        					    A selection of excerpts from our Guestbook

        						
        							
        								
        									
        										Comre Safaris has been an incredible experience.

        									

        								

        								
        									
        										Comre Safaris is the best!

        									

        								

        								
        									
        										Best hunting ever!

        									

        								

        								
        									
        										Actual experiences wildly exceed your imaginations

        									

        								

        								
        									
        										I would recommend this experience to anyone

        									

        								

        								
        									
        										The Lodge, lodge manager and staff were superb, as was the food

        									

        								

        								
        									
        										The hunting was beyond anything I have ever experienced

        									

        								

        							

        						

			                


    					

    
    				


				


				

					

						
                            Our experienced lodge staff will ensure that clients enjoy traditional African cuisine and hospitality, while our professional hunters, guides and trackers will amaze you with their knowledge of the natural environment and its inhabitants.

                            There is no substitute for the thrill experienced whilst ethically hunting dangerous game, as this is our specialty. Our access to numerous concessions in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Mozambique, allows us to provide clients with top quality Cape Buffalo, leopard, lion, elephant, rhino and crocodile.

                            After a day’s hunting, guests can relax under the magnificent African sunset and spend evenings around campfires, creating memories of a lifetime.
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